Stomp Up The Ladder

Cauldron Climbs Rickety Rungs

By Spring Fever

Juan Cauldron will enact the lead role in Byron Bluthrie's play, "Stomp up the Ladder," April 18 and 19 in the Big Theatre. This will be the last time (positively) that this distinguished play will be presented for an American audience.

The reason V.D. stumps up the ladder in the first place is because he can't drive his Volkswagen that high. Psychotically speaking, V.D. tries to grasp the relationship between his id, ego, and superego.

Having gone through an aural erotic and an oedipus complex phase successfully, he tries to apply a bio-medical approach to his problem. This is not too wise because V.D. gets involved in dream symbolism and comes to hate his psychiatrist.

He then turns to phrenology, but again he is disillusioned. After unsuccessful attempts with graphology, astrology, and meteorology, V.D. reads "The Return of Roy Fairchild" by Gorey Einstein. Through hypnosis, he learns that he was a frustrated Balinese Dancer in a former life.

This is the reason why he shows schizoid tendencies today.

Must Integrate Superego

Now that he has his id and ego reconciled, it remains for V.D. to integrate his superego. He decides it isn't worth it, however, so he goes to a hospital to have a labotomy performed.

Then he doesn't give a hoot in a high wind whether his id, ego, and superego are reconciled or not. With three sheets to the wind, he begins to enjoy life — scooter in one hand and martini (very dry) in the other. It's too bad he dies in the end.

This is not an unusual play; everyone goes through this. That's why the play folded in Boston.

Cauldron's walk up the ladder takes on a different tone after his successful labotomy operation.
Alumni Of The Week

Passionate Novel Depicts Evelyn Eveningstar's Life

By Della Ware

Mickey Spillane is a name quite sober to someone born with Goik. With imagery, passion and turbulent emotion, Goik describes the loves and lechery of a beautiful young girl named Evelyn Eveningstar.

Our heroine is buxom, blonde, and buck-toothed. All in all, she is very attractive, and Evelyn goes to college and majors in French. She dates an English major to be a French colonel, so she drops him pretty fast.

Counts Assets

After graduation, Evelyn sits down to count her assets: ten fraternity pins, three engagement rings, and a B.A. (Baccalauriata Amore) degree. Evelyn (pro
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Psycho Cowe Originates Brilliant Attitude Theory

By R. U. Isnane

(Editors' note: This article was written to clarify for psychology students the reasons why they received poor grades last semester.)

Prof. Kenneth Cowe, who recently joined the staff of tutors at the Academy, brought with him a new theory of psychology. Absorbing Freud's Idlib, Adler's inferiority complexes, Jung's archetypes and Marx's dialectics materialism, Cowe mashed them all together and came up with the now famous Cowe Attitude Theory.

When studying at P.U. as an undergraduate, Cowe undertook to experiment with his eclectic theory. After having administered 55 Rorschach tests and a Theme Apperception Test, he became so enthused that he went on to attain a master's degree at the Heavenly Home for Wayward Girls.

Fries Clinic For Academy

Cowe had hoped to join the psychotherapeutic staff at the prominent mental hygiene clinic in Massachusetts, but when the clinic requested his appearance as a patient, he came instead as the call of the Academy.

Cowe introduced himself to his core psychology students the first day of classes with a "Hi-de-ho and we go awi! Oh, he was so happy!"

Gives Hour Exam

After several weeks of joyful teaching and twisting of innocent minds, Cowe gave an hour exam. Questions included: Why do you have teeth? Are you normal, abnormal, or inferior? What is your major maladjustment? Do you have a pet alligator? Do you still have the same number of teeth you did at the last hour exam? What is your major maladjustment? These exam were marked in red blood if written poorly, in blue blood if written legally.

Prudent Disclosures

All the portraits of the man, including William Irkelman, were carefully studied by Prof. Irkelman very closely. Note the same receding hairline, the same curling mustache, and the same receding hairline; these recently discovered engravings.

In a short but important interview for the PRUDENT, Prof. Irkelman disclosed why, the author of these great plays, still lives. He credits a number of the college's administration, left his seat in the stands in a moment of exaltation to get into a battle for an All-Star rebound under the boards.

Local sports writers attributed the mishap to a custom at the small New England college of allowing professors to be a part of games, with students serving as the opposition. It appeared that the Bobcat squad had never over- come his better judgment and took advantage of the experience. His friends and colleagues of the school in the intramural con- test occurred when a partisan Batts Rootman, taken advantage of a number of the college's administration, left his seat in the stands in a moment of exaltation to get into a battle for an All-Star rebound under the boards.

Bobcats Take Opening Tap

After taking the opening tap, the Bobcat team immediately

|
| Mohammed's Congress | ENJOY OUR TV | and our Turkish Taffy |
| "Make your pilgrimage to the Mother Bussy's Flophouse | for refined young ladies | "We're the best bar in town!" |
| (Rates Reasonable) | Local, Maine's prop, | Celebrate your special occasion |

Apply at Office, Grand Hall

MONDAY-SATURDAY. 9-3
(Closed for the mating season)

Mother Bussy's Flophouse

By B. Look Ux

Miami, April, 1 A. P. —Capitalizing on a last minute foul shot, the Bobcats defeated the nationally ranked Temple Bobcats 85-83 last week, by downing the All- Atlantic athletes before the game.

Bobcats Go Pong

It was interesting for the nation's sportswriters to learn that the Bobcat team has made the entire trip from central Maine by pong stick to keep down travel expenses. Moreover the Bobcat team was fed during the entire five-day trip on bread and peanut butter, although it was explained at a press conference that the school's director of athletics that the department felt this would be more easily digestible by the athletes than the regular fare of steak.

A further handicap undergone by the players was the fact that no cuts were extruded, but it was also explained at the press conference that this was in keeping with the Bobcat policy that all players be fed by the Bobcat Dining Hall.

Mountain Leads Garnet To 38-0 Won-Lost Record

At this time, the PRUDENT wishes to extend its congratula- tions to Coach Robert Rock for his most successful season in years for the Garnet.

The Bobcats finished with a won-loss record of 38-0, winning both the NCAA and NIT tournaments as well as walking off with the NAIA, State Series, New England, and the JERKS championships.

The team was led in scoring by John Mountain, the 'Cats great forward, who also averaged 34.2 points per game. "Big John," as the fans called the star of the year against USF, holding Bill Russell to 2 points while scoring 38 himself.

Other members of the team not easily forgotten are Jack Hartlove, Will Somerville, Ralph Maxie, and Captain Bob (Shot) Gun.

Cats Travel South To Win In First Annual Wash Bowl Game

By B. Look Ux
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**IC Sponsors Shake-up, Reveals Rules For Affair**

The Inning Club reports that its annual Spring Shake-up will take place next Saturday. Students who wish to participate are asked to wear tuxedos and floor-length gowns.Corsages are not required.

Since the campus will be given a thorough revamping, the following list of rules has been prepared to guide those participating:
1. Glass is to be strewn over all walks and tacks are to be placed point upwards on all roads.
2. All trees on campus are to be chopped down. (This is to prevent the trees from being weakened by the elm disease.)
3. Classroom buildings are to be razed to the ground. (This will enable alumni to find their class plaques easily.)
4. Papers and other debris found on the campus are to remain there. Large pieces of paper are to be ripped up and then pasted on the streetlights. (This will discourage alumni to find their class plaques easily.)

President Turk Scottsman reminds students that "de-epapsulation will ensue if the above rules are not adhered to!"

All students who participate will be admitted to the Christian Abomination's kiddie show free of charge.

---

**Lee Strips Politics Of Major Ambiguity In Cit Lab Undress**

Moderately attired in a loose-fitting, black cashmere-strings ensemble, Miss Lee spoke Thursday before Cit Lab and cultural heretic students. In an undress entitled, "Striping Politics to the Bare Essentials", Miss Lee analyzed the platforms of the two major parties for the forthcoming election. Commenting on the Republican plank whereby legalized gambling would be extended to the entire campus, Miss Lee stated, "Honey, ah come from the deecieecpe Sa-outh. Mah paapy nevah let me put mah lilly white bands on a pa-al of dice."

In the question and answer period following her undress, the voluptuous speaker referred to the grave Cyprus issue. "Ah just don't know what we-all will do without olives in ow-ah Mah-tinks."

Although Miss Lee had been scheduled to speak for the regular one-and-a-half hour session, she left shortly after 2:30 p.m. because of an afternoon engagement at the Bates Hotel.

---

**Class Donates Bust Of Prexy To College; Hewn On Mt. David**

The class of 1956 voted unanimously to donate a bust of President Charles F. Trillips to the college as its class gift. Comparably to that on Mt. Rushmore, this bust will be hewn in marble and placed point upwards on all roads.

---

**FOUR IC Sponsors Shake-up, Reveals Rules For Affair**

June graduation so that senior class president Barrie Picket can christen it (by breaking a bottle of ink over the nose) before the class of 1956 leaves the campus.

---

**Anounces Fundamental Plan**

River has announced the fundamental plan for the sculpting of the bust. It will be ten feet high and nine feet wide, with flying buttresses on either side to support the smiling cheeks. Diamonds, which will serve as eyes, will be contributed by Tiffany's of New York. Crockets, cartouches and rinceaux will adorn the sculpture. The facade will be done in tan relief.

---

**Highlights Features**

The sculptor hopes to highlight "Trillips' features by using a chipping technique. River will add an outstretched hand to make the sculpture "more realistic."

---

**LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS** by Dick Bibler

---

**VISIT Loiston-Auburne**

(on the Androscoggin)

"THE SIBLING CITIES" Vacationland, U. S. A.

(let on parle francaise)

---

**WE WANT YOU! REPORTERS needed for BATES PRUDENT**

Directly daily in the Sibling Cities

---

**FOUND**

Red Dress and pair of black patent leather shoes. Owner may claim name by identifying. Call Dean Wermley, Tel. Le-1324.

---

**WANTED**

A husband. Applicant must be living at time of application. Desperate. Call Christine Jorgenson, Tel. Sw-3421. Set of zoology notes. Impossible to complete without them. Contact Hevi Wait, Carnegie Lab.

---

**FOUR IC Sponsors Shake-up, Reveals Rules For Affair**

---

**CLASSIFIED ADS**

---

**Miscellaneous**

Notice: I hereby announce that I, Normal E. Cross, am responsible for debts contracted by my wife, Blue Cross, as of this date.